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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Sun Yau from Tendring. Currently, there are 4 menus and drinks
up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Sun Yau:
stay in martello beach holiday park and have just delivered a takeaway. everything tastes hot and tasty, exactly
when they said it would. really nicer kerl delivered it, not in the regular delivery and so not sure whether to type
the driver, excuse when they are. for delivered orders they must pay cash. Thank you. read more. What User

doesn't like about Sun Yau:
have used this chinese takeaway every week for a while now, recently we have had poor quality food, we had a
poor service a few weeks back but decided to carry ontrying but tonights meal was terrible. chips,hard cold, wet

bags awful taste, did not receive large pancake roll but small empty fat sleeves of nothing, raw onions and
mushrooms, curry sauce changed consitency, chowmein tasteless, dont think it was cooked fr... read more. In
Tendring, traditional dishes are prepared in the kitchen of Sun Yau with typical Asian spices fine, Many guests
are particularly looking forward to the versatile, fine Chinese cuisine. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an
important part of Sun Yau. Anyone who finds the everyday and generally known meals too ordinary can here
approach with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients consume, The

menus are usually prepared in a short time and fresh for you.
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Mai� course�
RIBS

Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

Mai� Cours�
BBQ PORK

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

Restauran� Categor�
BBQ SAUCE

Ingredient� Use�
TRAVEL

HONEY

PORK MEAT

CHICKEN

PRAWNS

MEAT

BEEF
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